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notable alchemical works with similar pictorial 
embellishments were published, either in their 
original or later editions, from this famous centre 
of early book illustrations. There was method 
in this apparent madness of obscure expression; 
as Basil Valentine remarked, the obscurity of 
expression was imperative because the substance 
of the magic Philosopher's gold-making Stone was 
within reach of everyone, "and there is no other 
way of keeping up the divinely ordained difference 
between rich and poor". If alchemy had sur
vived, remarked Prof. R ead, it would have become 
political. 

Certain works published at, or near, Frankfort 
during the seventeenth century, largely under the 
name of Michael Maier, are rich in such allegorical 
illustrations, which Prof. Read t erms for convenience 
"the Frankfurt Emblems". This Michael Maier was 
a very remarkable man. Besides being a musical 
alchemist, he became physician and private secretary 
to the Emperor Rudolph II at Prague, and appar
ently occupied a high position in the Society of 
Rosicrucians, or Brethren of the Rosy Cross. The 
publishing firm of Lucas Jennis, of Frankfort, took 
a prominent part in issuing the works in question, 
several of which were reviewed in some detail by 
Prof. Read. The emblems were often provided with 
a Latin epigram, together with a cryptic title and a 
discourse in the same language. "Atalanta Fugiens" 
("Atalanta Fleeing"), published by Michael Maier 
at Oppenheim in 1618, contains fifty such epigrams 
set to music by the versatile author. These so-called 
'fugues' are in reality rounds or part-songs for three 
voices, bearing a marked general resemblance to the 
well-known, but less dignified, " Three Blind Mice". 
In allusion to the classical legend of Atalanta and 
the golden apples, the three parts are quaintly 
termed "Atalanta, or the Fleeing Voice", "Hippo
menes, or the Pursuing Voice", and " The Apple in 
the Path, or the Delaying Voice". 

At the end of Prof. Read's lecture, Mr. Sawyer, 
who has made a detailed study of this unique 
alchemical music, explained its construction and 
characteristics, after which some of the canons were 
sung under his direction by members of the St. 
Andrews University Musical Society. It is to be 
presumed that these 'incantations' were intended to 
be sung at critical moments during the concoction 
of the Philosopher's Stone, such operations being 
directed also by prayer and astrological influences. 
In one of the 'fugues', for example , the Stone is 
likened unto coral, and the epigram opens in the 
following words : 

Planta maris vegetans Siculi sub fluctibus uda 
Ramos sub tepidis multiplicavit aquis . . . 

Or, in English, "The plant of the sea, flourishing 
moist under Sicilian waves, has multiplied its branches 
beneath the warm waters . . " Another 'fugue' 
takes as its theme the thesis that "Fire loves not 
gold-making but gold". The music had a quaint 
and appealing quality which seemed to accord with 
its esot eric purpose. 

Prof. Read's illustrative lantern slides, made from 
the original engravings, included a contemporary 
representation ( 1609) of an alchemical laboratory, 
displaying a selection of musical instruments among 
the stills and furnaces, with an attached legend 
stating that "music disperses sadness and malignant 
spirits". 

University and Educational Intelligence 
CAMBRIDGE.-It is announced that the Museum of 

Zoology will shortly benefit from the bequest of the 
late W. D. D. Crotch. The capital passing to the 
University is about £6,000, and a Grace recommend
ing that a new endowment be added to the Crotch 
Fund, created out of the bequest of his brother, the 
late G. R. Crotch, will be submitted to the Regent 
House. 

Mr. J. T. Saunders, of Christ's College, has been 
appointed a member of the Freshwater Biological 
Association of the British Empire. 

The Gordon Wigan Prize in chemistry for 1934 
has been awarded to J. E. Carruthers, of Emmanuel 
College, for a dissertation entitled "The Photo
oxidation of Gaseous Formaldehyde". 

Prof. 0. T. Jones has been appointed to represent 
the University on July 3 and the following days at 
the opening of the new Museum of Practical Geology 
and at the celebration of the centenary of the Geo
logical Survey of Great Britain. 

The following representatives of the University at 
conferences abroad have been appointed :-Prof. 
A . C. Seward, Master of Downing, professor of 
botany, at the Botanical Congress, Amsterdam, next 
September; Prof. E. H. Minns, Disney professor of 
archreology, and Mr. L. C. G. Clarke, curator of 
Museum of Archreologyand Ethnology, at the tercen
tenary of Peter Pazmany University, Budapest, next 
September; and Prof. G. H. F. Nuttall, emeritus 
professor of biology, at the t ercentenary of the 
French Academy this month. 

LONDON.-The Court has received gifts towards 
the Ceremonial Hall to be built on the University 
site in Bloomsbury from the Worshipful Companies 
ofNeedlemakers, Carmen and Spectacle Makers. The 
City Corporation has made a grant of £5,000 (spread 
over five years) to Birkbeck College towards the new 
College buildings also to be erected on the University 
site in Bloomsbury. The Chadwick Trustees have 
renewed their grant of £200 a year for three years in 
aid of the Edwin Chadwick Department of Municipal 
Engineering and Hygiene at University College, and 
Messrs. Bovril, Ltd., have instituted at King's College 
two research studentships in physiology at £350 a 
year, and will defray in addition the cost of the 
special materials, apparatus and assistance needed. 

The Principal of the University of London an
nounces, in his report on the work of the University 
during 1934-35, that the first block of the buildings 
in Bloomsbury, of which the foundation stone was 
laid by His Majesty the King two years ago, should 
be ready for occupation next year. This block is to 
contain the Senate House, administrative offices and 
part of the library. Presumably, therefore, next 
year will see the removal of the University's home 
from South Kensington, where it has been sheltered 
for so many years by the Imperial Institute. Towards 
the finance of the great building scheme the local 
authorities are contributing sums amounting in the 
aggregate to £700,000. Gifts promised by the City of 
London Corporation and forty-six of the City 
Companies towards the cost of the Great Hall reach 
a total of £174,000, while the Goldsmiths' Company 
is giving £50,000 towards the new building for the 
Goldsmiths' Library . Among many other benefac
tions mentioned in the report is an undertaking by 
the Carnegie Corporation to provide 22,000 dollars a 
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year for three years for the Institute of Education, 
to aid in the development of the Institute's relations 
with students from the Dominions and Colonies ; 
this is to be used for short-period fellowships for 
students from the Dominions and for payment of a 
university teacher from the Dominions to act as 
"Adviser to Overseas Students". An interesting and 
important development on the 'external' side of the 
University concerns the recognition of colleges for 
the purpose of the external degree in engineering. 
As external candidates will in future have to submit 
course work carried out in an approved institution, 
colleges in various parts of Great Britain have 
applied for, and forty-two have already obtained, 
approval for this purpose. Certain overseas colleges 
are contemplating similar action. 

OxFORD.-Mr. T. W. Chaundy has been reap
pointed lecturer in mathematics for five years from 
October l. Mr. C. N .. Hinshelwood, Dr. A. S. Russell 
and Mr. H. J. George have been appointed, or re
appointed, lecturers in chemistry for the same period. 

Dr. Donald Pollock has undertaken to provide 
£500 a year from October 1 towards the stipend of 
the Donald Pollock reader in engineering science, a 
new readership. 

Congregation on May 28 recorded its thanks to the 
Czechoslovak Government for its loan six months 
ago, for three years, of 1,636 mgm. of radium for use 
in the Clarendon Laboratory. 

D egrees of D.C.L., honoris causa, will be conferred 
on June 26 on Lord Bledisloe, Sir Herbert Samuel 
and Sir John Reith, and the degree of D.Sc. on 
Prof. Peter Debye. 

The Romanes Lecture on "Then and Now: or the 
Changes of the Last Fifty Years" will be given on 
June 14 by Prof. Gilbert Murray. 

Science News a Century Ago 
Death of Edward Troughton 

Edward Troughton, the famous Fleet Street 
instrument maker, whose name is still borne by the 
firm of Cooke, Troughton and Simms, Ltd., died on 
June 12, 1835. Like the other eighteenth century 
mechanicians Sharp, Graham, Bird and Ramsden, 
Troughton came from the north, being born in 
Corney, Cumberland, in 1753. At first brought up 
to farming, at seventeen years of age he became an 
apprentice to his elder brother John in London, 
and the two for a short time were partners as 
mechanicians. On his brother's death, Troughton 
carried on the business alone until 1826, when he 
took into partnership William Simms ( 1793-1860). 
So early as 1778, Troughton had introduced a new 
method of graduating arcs of circles, which was 
eventually to lead to the award to him of the Copley 

and he gradually gained a reputation as an 
instrument maker second to none. Instruments of his 
were erected in observatories at Paris, the Cape, St. 
H elena, Madras, Cracow, Cadiz, Brussels, Edinburgh, 
Cambridge and Greenwich. 

A man of simple and frugal habits, Troughton was 
never married, and towards the end of his life, it is 
said, he was seldom absent from his dingy parlour 
at 136 Fleet Street, London, where he sat with a 
huge ear trumpet at hand, wearing clothes stained 
with snuff, and a soiled wig. Elected fellow of the 
Royal Society in 1810, he was an original member 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, and a marble 

bust of him by Chantrey, subscribed for by his 
friends, was placed in the Royal Observatory, 
Greenwich. His grave is in Kensal Green Cemetery. 

Wilkinson on Gunpowder 

According to the Athenwum of June 20, 1835, the 
Friday evening meetings of the Royal Institution for 
the summer closed on June 12 with a lecture on tho 
history and manufacture of gunpowder by Mr. 
Henry Wilkinson, who had on several former occa
sions delivered lectures on warlike machines of the 
ancients, etc. Mr. Wilkinson was of opinion that 
gunpowder was known to the ancient,;, and that it 
was highly probable that Alexander the Great 
actually met with gunpowder and firearms in India. 
He quoted the Gentoo laws to show that they contain 
a prohibition of gunpowder and firearms, and from 
this and other authorities referred to, he seemed to 
be of opinion that gunpowder had been known in 
China and Hindustan, far beyond all period of 
investigation. His lecture was accompanied by some 
interesting experiments on the action of fulminating 
powders on gunpowder. 

Progress on the London and Greenwich Railway 

In the Mechanics Magazine of June 13, 1835, is a 
communication from a correspondent who wrote : 
" On Monday last a number of shareholders and 
directors of this undertaking met at the works near 
the Blue Anchor-road to witness the experimental 
running of the Company's locomotive engine 'The 
Royal William'. A distance of one mile was per
formed in about four minutes. A glass of water, filled 
to the brim, was placed on the block holding the rail, 
to ascertain the degree of vibration, when the engine, 
with the tender with water and coal, and several 
passengers, the whole train weighing at least 14 tons, 
passed along. Not a drop of water was spilled, nor was 
any vibration p erceptible. Persons who stood under the 
arches when the engine passed over, were astonished 
to find that the noise was no greater than what would 
be occasioned by the passing of a hackney coach". 

Airy and the Royal Observatory, Greenwich 

In the latter part of 1834, Airy, then at Cambridge, 
had been asked whether he would accept the office 
of Astronomer Royal, but a change of Ministry 
caused a delay in the negotiations. The various steps 
which finally led to his appointment are given in his 
autobiographical notes for 1835. "The Ministry," he 
wrote, " had again been changed in the spring, and 
the Whigs were again in power. On June llth Lord 
Auckland, who was again First Lord of the Admiralty 
(as last year) again wrote to me to offer me the office 
of Astronomer Royal, or to request my suggestions 
on the filling up of the office. On June 15th I wrote 
my first reply, and on June 17th wrote to accept it. 
On June 18th Lord Auckland acknowledges, and on 
June 22nd the King approved." On August 13 Airy 
had a meeting with Lord Auckland and Mr. Charles 
Wood, the Secretary of the Admiralty. "At this 
meeting Lord Auckland and Mr. Wood expressed 
their feeling, that the Observatory had fallen into 
such a state of disrepute that the whole establishment 
ought to be cleared out. I represented that I could 
make it efficient with a good First Assistant ; and 
the other Assistants were kept. But the establish
m ent was in a queer state. . . . " Airy took charge 
of the Observatory in October 1835, having for his 
first assistant Robert Main. 
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